
 

 

 

 

Product Description
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Product Details







 

Upmost dedication to design,never compression on quality

80% Fragrance Brands Supplier. No major quality complaints for 9 years.

Sunny Glassware with our fragrance brands cusotmers,dependency of life and
death

Product name Sunny 423ml 260g  blue appearance ceramic candle jars with great quality

Diamension

SGGH19011625
Top dia: 85mm
Bottom dia: 90mm
Height: 100mm
Weight: 260g
Capacity: 423ml

Decorations  decal printing on ceramic candle holders

Accessories  Metal lid,wood lid,plastic lid for candle holders



Sample lead time  5 days if at exist shaped and size of glass bottles
 15~30 days for new shape or size of glass diffuser bottles

Production lead time  35~50 days after the sample and order confirmed

OEM/ODM order

 We could create new mold for your own design
 Moreover,we could design for you by your own idea to be a real product
 
 Sunny Glassware strictly protect the customers' designs, all the newly designed
items from us haven't been copied in three years.

Inspection  Inspect the goods by AQL standard which has extra inspect steps
 Accept third party inspection

Payment terms  30% deposit by T/T in advance and the balance against the copy of B/L

Shipment  By sea,by air,by Express and your shipping agent is acceptable
 We have own logistic company Sunny Worldwide to provide you sea& air freight shipment

Company Profile









Services Story

 

A story about ceramic candle holder
Before telling this stories. Here is the background. Before I entered Sunny, I was doing logistics, but I
always searchingthe method of seeing foreign trade on line. After resigning then I worked in Sunny., I
began to collect customer information, send emails, and recommend products according to the previous
learning methods. One customer is connected by this way.
 
This company used to be waxing. It started to develop its own products in 2015. They wanted to make
ceramic candle holders. Before that, our company was only focused on glass candle holders and few
of ceramic products, so weonly could provide less support. When we received artwork from our customer,
we started to contact the factory to determine the feasibility of the product, and then propose
amendments.
Because the customer had a special labeling position on the ceramic candle holder
which required littlediamension tolerance. And the gold decals on  ceramic candle holders needs to be just
right that cannot cover the position of the label. In addition, the cup needs to be equipped with a metal lid,
so the tolerance of the top dia should be controlled within a certain range.It`s hard to fit the jar,if it`s too
small then you can`t put the lid inside,if it`s too big then the lid would shake easily, The last embossed
ceramic candle candle is the most difficult, because of the pattern, thetolerance will be relatively large, so
the required The dimensional tolerance is more accurate. Finally, these ceramic candle holders were done
after  more than10 times samples. Our clients listened very patiently to our suggestions, perfecting the
final version according to the suggestions we can do, and finally could meet their requirement.
 
In the end, the customer placed an order in 2016 and reorder until now. They did not receive any
complaints during the sale. At the beginning of the two ceramic candle holder orders, they were looking for
third-party inspection. We always tried to improve the issues found in the inspection and solved the
problem one by one,. We would improve by the customer's request. If we can`t improve it we would tell
them what we can do then we reached the agreement on the inspection rules.After the third inspection,
they no longer arranged third-party inspections. Until now, We inspect the goods by our-self . Since then,
they have begun to purchase glass candle holders or ceramic candle holders for customers. They pass all
to Sunny to make for them. They have been transforming their own brands in 17 years and began to focus
on their own designs. They have grown and continued to develop steadily. At that time, I also updated our
new glass candle holders and ceramic candle holders designs to them, so that they can inspire their own
products and apply them to product design.
 
At the same time,our company also began to develop ceramic candle holders, continuously integrate
resources, increase the product development of ceramic candle holders, and also increased the
development of accessories for candle holders, such as lids for candle holders.
 
Finally, I am also very grateful to this client,they still believed us that we could so well even we met so
many sample modifications.It also gave me confidence to stick my job until now.

FAQ

 
 If you have any questions about the products or other issues feel free to contact us! 
 We are waiting for you here!
 




